
 
OUR VISION

To be a highly effective and well-supported champion of the environment.
OUR MISSION

To implement high impact environmental and conservation projects 
which promote public participation in caring for the Earth.

WESSA  EDEN   Newsletter      May  2015

Dear Friends of the Environment,
I had only just sent the April Newsletter out and all sorts of fascinating e-mails came in which I 
will share with you in the following pages........
And of course the AGM took place. Thanks to the 30 individuals who attended and hung onto 
every word that Deon van Zyl uttered regarding alternative energy sources and the pitfalls in 
decision-making.....He certainly kept us on the edge of our seats!

The Annual Report is attached separately for your information.

Conservation Doctoral student looking for reliable vehicle
For the success of many environmental activities  - particularly research - a vehicle is needed. 
And this inevitably requires funding.
This e-mail from Prof Christo Fabricius, Sustainability Unit, NMMU, Saasveld Campus is one such 
story:-
“I wonder if you can help? One of my Nature Conservation Doctoral students is desperately 
looking for an affordable yet reliable small car or bakkie for personal travel and for research. 
Her research project focuses on interviewing people involved in conservation stewardship. She 
won't be travelling off-road but, being a woman, needs something which won't break down. 
Would you mind inquiring with WESSA members whether anyone has an affordable vehicle for 
sale, or even to rent? They can contact me directly and I will put them in touch with her. Thanks a
lot in advance, and kind regards, Christo”   

And CREW Outramps are in similar need. Extract from Di Turner's latest weekly report:-
“Having had no trouble since the puncture on the return from the workshop, the Buchu Bus 
decided to throw a minor tantrum and refused to open her doors. I wonder if she thinks that 
someone is stealing her. She can be quite safe in the knowledge that only the Aunties, The Boy, 
Sandile and Oom Willie love her and that nobody else would look at her twice. A few strategic 
kicks and she relented, but she later got me back for this rough treatment . Halfway down the 
Outeniqua Pass, the red light started flickering. We hastily pulled into one of the view sites, 
gathered up the liquid remains in our water bottles and replenished her reserves. After that, she 
gave in with good grace and we had no further trouble from the old cow.”
If any individual, institute, organisation, vehicle dealer can assiss with a reliable people carrier 
for the CREW Outramps team, please contact me or Di directly di@strawberryhill.co.za 
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23 May – Walk & Drive in Burchell's  tracks with Katot Meyer.
LANGKLOOF FIELD TRIP TO:
PIETERSRIVIER  NATURE RESERVE and WILLIAM BURCHELL’s  ROUTE.  
Join WESSA Eden on a tour to view aspects of William Burchell’s route. 
Burchell was a naturalist who explored and mapped the Cape and beyond
between 1810 and 1815. He collected a vast number of specimens of botanical, zoological and 
geological material, some of which now resides at Oxford University.
Many South African plant and animal species are named after him e.g. Burchell’s Coucal;  
Burchell’s Zebra;  Burchellia bubalina ( wild pomegranate) and Podalyria burchellii.  Burchell was 
one of the pioneers that placed Southern Cape biodiversity on the world map.
Katot Meyer, a passionate naturalist and hydro-engineer, inherited
Pietersrivier farm from his father and the current status as an accredited
Nature Reserve indicates the commitment and action taken by Katot over
many years. Katot will share the history of the Reserve and its
surroundings, including Burchell’s route that passes through the Reserve.
He will also share information on the rest of Burchell’s route along Prince Alfred Pass, and will 
highlight aspects of Thomas Bain’s road building skills along the pass. 
Tour commences 09h30 at the Reserve. Includes ca. 2 hour walk on jeep track, then self-drive  
via de Vlugt to Avontuur. Stops en route.
Full day, bring picnic etc. Booking essential, tour is restricted to 6 vehicles, i.e. only 24 persons. 
It is thus essential to RSVP as soon as possible, to:     Annemarie:  angebhar@telkomsa.net  
Cost per participant: R100 for WESSA members and R120 for non-members. 
Note:  A booklet on Prince Alfred Pass will be on sale at R50 per copy.
A repeat is planned for 25 July  whereby tree planting will take place. The trees are the species 
used by Burchell to build the wagon that he toured South Africa with.

13 June – Noetzie Conservancy  - Guided tour.  
 NOETZIE is one of those places that people remember.  For many, it is
because of the famous castles which have intrigued visitors over the years.

What makes Noetzie so special is not just the castles but also its natural 
beauty, much of which is still pristine. This is an ever-increasing rarity in the 
brash hotel-&-hamburger-stand culture which has ruined so much of South 
Africa’s once-splendid coastline. The golden beach is surrounded by forested 
hills, the dark waters of the lagoon, the rugged, ochre rocks and the 
thundering breakers that roll in, row upon row.

The Noetzie Township was laid out in 1915 and this year, 2015 marks the Noetzie
centenary. Noetzie is 10.2 ha in size and comprises of beach, river and headland
precincts.  Aware of Noetzie’s natural riches, in 1998 the Home Owners applied
to Cape Nature to have it registered as a conservancy. 

WESSA proudly presentsWESSA proudly presents
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The members elected a committee to represent what is now known as the Noetzie Conservancy Owners 
Association (NCOA) and the committee of 8 elected members meet once a month to discuss 
environment, municipal and development issues.

Part of Noetzie is a 1 hectare portion on the headland which was allocated for education purposes.  Until 
a few years ago, it was a dormant piece of ground overrun with aliens.  In 2009 residents Julie Gosling 
and Wendy Dewberry began to care for the property.  It was cleared of all the alien vegetation which was 
threatening to choke the fynbos. Three ten- ton truck loads of dry debris was initially taken out. One 
season later the area blossomed into a wonderland of typical coastal fynbos endemics – erica , restios, 
leucadendron and geophytes. Fuel load clearing is an on-going process. The area was then developed into
an outdoor educational facility called “The Outdoor Classroom” which can be used by all.  It was created 
as a non-destructive, interactive educational area which explores the threatened coastal fynbos. 

There is a lot of information at the Outdoor Classroom, primarily about Coastal
Fynbos and why it is threatened. There are benches for people to sit and enjoy the
beautiful scenery and information boxes about the site and its pristine fynbos, and
little places to quietly contemplate. If you come across a patch of white sand on the
path, don’t be wondering how the table mountain sandstone got so blond in one
little patch – it is an interactive spoor-spotting patch of sea sand. Every now and then, a stealth camera is 
set up. So far, grysbok, blond bush pigs, grey mongoose and caracal have been spotted. A pond, the latest
addition, was built to catch the ample water which flows over the area during heavy rains. For Summer 
days in season a- ‘quick-to-erect’ bird hide is available on request.

Following the guided tour you are welcome to enjoy your picnic lunch and spend more time enjoying 
Noetzie.           www.noetzie.co.za                                Booking essential, limited places:- Cost R60 p.p.

YES update: In order to get to grips with a variety of environmental issues, the group of 37 
visited the Steenbok Nature Reserve on Leisure Isle. Roger Voysey and Esther Thompson shared 
their considerable experience and knowledge of the area with us.
Learning about the steps taken by the public to gradually deal with
the environmental issues identified on Leisure Isle years ago, we
came away encouraged to go into our own work places and
communities and develop programmes to address these issues. 

The YES group thoroughly enjoyed the outing to Steenbok Nature Reserve
Very few participants had been there before.

Ephraim, Richard and Najula shared an umbrella whilst discovering the many 
environmental gems at the Steenbok Nature Reserve.

Portia and Sandiswa made notes to assist them in developing their own
action plans to deal with an environmental problem at their work places. The
title of module 3 is Best Environmental Practice at my Work Place.

News from WESSA S.Cape Project Co-ordinator, Lorraine McGibbonNews from WESSA S.Cape Project Co-ordinator, Lorraine McGibbon
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CONGRATULATIONS     from WESSA Eden to 
DI Turner and Nicky van Berkel of 
CREW Outramps.

“Amateur botanists have discovered two new species of beautiful blue-
flowered legumes. The study was published in the open access journa
PhytoKeys. Few people take the time to tramp the rolling ranges of
mountains and the fragmented and jagged coastline of the Southern
Cape. Yet there are a band of intrepid walkers and climbers who
traverse these areas every week searching for rare and endangered
plants. One such group call themselves the Outramps (Afrikaans for
senior walkers).

They belong to the Citizen Science group,  C.R.E.W.(Custodians of Rare and Endangered 
Wildflowers), run by SANBI, whose volunteers help with monitoring and conserving South 
Africa's threatened plants. Recently they discovered two beautiful blue-flowered legumes which 
they thought were new to science. They sent these legumes to scientists researching the legume 
tribe Psoraleeae at the University of Cape Town.  After a field trip to see these species in the field 
and after comparing them with known species, scientists identified the samples as new members
of the legume genus Psoralea.

The Outramps are the most active CREW group in South Africa and are led by their indomitable 
leader Dianne Turner. Turner and her group, in their dilapidated and famous Kombi called 'The 
Buchu Bus', have crisscrossed the region many times and have assessed the conservation status 
of many rare species.”
Extract from the CAPE website:-
http://www.capeaction.org.za/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=707:citizen-
scientists-discover-new-plant-species&catid=2:uncategorised 

For those who have not seen it yet here is the press release on Di and Nicky's new species 
(http://www.pensoft.net/news.php?n=474&SESID=565mjanb37kaaavnjg2lphrr91). If you type 
either species name into a search engine you will see that quite a few online news outlets have 
taken up the story. I hope it will bring more attention to the protection needs of the Robberg 
Corridor and the work of CREW generally. 
Kind regards, Prof Charlie Stirton, UCT

CREW Outramps NewsCREW Outramps News
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de Rust Eco Festival 24-28 June 2015 
Celebrating the Natural Diversity of the Klein Karoo!

With some of the country's foremost experts on Flowers,
Geology, Astronomy, Birding, Insects and 

Environmental issues

The provisional topics are similar to the 2014 Eco Festival with the following additional activities:
Donkey Workshop                                                                            Educational toys made from recyclable items
Identification of plants of the Succulent Karoo in the veld and under the microscope

Previous experts will be presenting talks, workshops and field trips.
New experts who will be contributing are amongst others:
Jonathan Deal (CEO of Treasure the Karoo Action Group)
Anthony Turton (Political Scientist in Hydropolitics)      Henning Holm (Solar Architect)
Peta Jones (Donkey Expert)                                                 Linda Hill (Educational Toys from Recyclables)
The 2015 De Rust Eco Festival will be characterised by panel discussions, practical demonstrations and 
input from individuals who have been successful in making a change for the better in their environment.
The final programme will be available at the end of April 2015 

For Bookings contact Gwen: 072 292 4103
For more information contact:    Dr. Suzanne Delport: Suzanne.delport@up.ac.za - 082 334 1575
More details - http://www.derusteco.co.za 

D E N D R O L O G I C A L  S O C I E T Y    OUTENIQUA BRANCH
Sunday 19 July Visit BUFFELSNEK FORESTRY STATION 
(now run by Cape Pine)
Directions:- East of Knysna on the N2, from Knysna turn left onto the
R339 to Uniondale, from Plettenberg Bay turn right. At the time of
writing the signboard to Uniondale was vandalised and not visible. Keep on this road which starts at the 
township known as Nekkies for 27km until you reach the Buffelsnek Forestry Office on the left.
Allow at least 45 minutes travelling time from Knysna to get to the Buffelsnek Forestry Office; more from 
Plett. Starts 10h00 
At Buffelsnek double up transport in 4x4’s and follow Tom Eckley.

CHAMPION TREES!!   We will be viewing a grove of Pine Trees (Pinus taeda) which at 63 metres are the
highest pine trees in South Africa and are some 88 years old. We will also visit an enormous Oak Tree 
(Quercus robur) with the greatest crown width of all oak trees in South Africa.   
We will enjoy our picnic at this spot.
Leader:- TOM ECKLEY – Forester at Buffelsnek – 078 457 6641
Bookings through:-  INA ENGELBRECHT – 082 925 4525

 SUNDAY13SEPTEMBER - MOUNT NELSON FARM 
(near the Garden of Eden). We will be looking at a long-term strategy to transform a neglected alien 
forest into an emerging afro-montane forest. Our host is Mr Doris Sturm, originally from the 

Netherlands. BYO picnic lunch in the gardens afterwards.     
Book in advance :-   JENNY HERD – 044 343 1937   Cells:  083 602 0755 / 073 932 1217

Forthcoming ActivitiesForthcoming Activities
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Some important information for those of you trying to eradicate Madeira Vine:-
Refrain from doing any mechanical clearing. This will do more damage than good as it will aid 
in the spread of the weed. Even a leaf that gets left behind will be able to regrow. The "best" way 
still is to make use of herbicides. To my knowledge there are two herbicides registered for 
Madeira vine, Ranger 240 EC, and Garlon 480 EC - triclopyr is the active ingredient. Non-target
effects can be minimised by "wiping or painting" a mixture of herbicide with diesel onto cut 
stems. Again, don't try to pull down any vines growing in the trees or surrounding vegetation - 
you will have aerial tubers raining down on you! 
Getting rid of the material is a different matter. The only way would be to either burn all the plant
material or bag it and leave it in the sun to rot - o yes, freezing is another option but again not 
very practical for large scale clearing.
If you need more information contact Liame   VDWesthuizenL@arc.agric.za  

Respite gives us opportunity to get shale gas laws right
BY DAVID FIG, APRIL 01 2015, 06:33
Fig is a research associate at the Environmental Evaluation Unit at the University of Cape Town and at the 
Society, Work and Development Institute of the University of the Witwatersrand. He is a fellow of the 
Transnational Institute in Amsterdam.
Extract:-
Shell is not the first to pull out of shale gas: Sasol, together with partners Statoil (Norway) and 
Chesapeake (US), decided not to take up its option to explore for shale gas in a large swathe of the 
country, including the Free State and KwaZulu-Natal.

It was Sasol that had first used the term that the industry would be a "game-changer" in SA.
The term has more recently been attributed to Zuma, who used it in his state of the nation address last 
year, an example of unthinking hype which he must now be regretting.
Shale gas is unlikely to rescue SA in the ways foreseen by Zuma and his entourage.

Instead, the "game" has fallen apart. Now it is time for us to have a national dialogue that favours moves 
away from fossil sources, recognises the goals of energy and climate justice, and creates redress for the 
residues of apartheid’s maldevelopment in our rural areas.
http://www.bdlive.co.za/opinion/2015/04/01/respite-gives-us-opportunity-to-get-shale-gas-laws-right 

New WWF report highlights state of agriculture in South Africa
The challenges of feeding South Africa’s growing population in a climate-altered, resource-constrained 
future are significant. Yet, we do not have to be victims of an inevitable crisis, says a new report on the 
topic.

Farming Facts and Futures, released by WWF South Africa in partnership with Nedbank in Braamfontein 
today, provides a snapshot of the current the agricultural context in South Africa.

The report unpacks the status of the country’s natural resources – the soil and land, biodiversity, water 
and energy sources – and highlights how these resources are likely to be affected by a changing climate 
which is expected to redraw the agricultural map of the world in terms of what can be grown, where and 
when.                           Extract from   http://www.wwf.org.za/?13841/state-of-agriculture-in-South-Africa 

Environmental updatesEnvironmental updates
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Livestock and Development                              26 March 2015  
The first time I became aware of the many ways in which the development of industrial animal 
agriculture was harming humans, animals and the environment in ‘developing’ countries was back in 
1999-2000, when I worked with fellow researchers Sari Varpama and WAN’s Wim de Kok on a major 
project for Compassion in World Farming (CIWF), funded by the International Fund for Animal Welfare 
(IFAW). This culminated in a set of research reports entitled “The Livestock Revolution: Development or 
Destruction”, which included in-depth research into the detrimental impacts of industrial livestock 
development in ‘developing’ countries and findings from in-country investigations in Brazil, Thailand, 
India, South Africa and China.

Read more:-  Janice Cox  is co-founder and a director of World Animal Net. She has held a variety of 
management and advocacy roles in the international animal welfare movement over the past 25 years. 
Janice focuses on WAN’s work on advocacy, development and training. She advises on the formation of 
coalitions and alliances such as the Pan African Animal Welfare Alliance (PAAWA). Based in South Africa, 
she has assisted the World Organization for Animal Health (OIE)'s Southern African office with strategic 
planning for animal welfare. Janice was the recipient of the Humane Society International 2014 award for
“extroardinary commitment and achievement for animal protection”.
http://worldanimal.net/world-animal-net-blog/item/356-livestock-and-development 

Sad, bad, mad idea for EC
By DEREK BERLINER on March 28, 2015 in Opinion    Extract :-
The recent controversial spraying of the toxic herbicide glyphosate by the police to eradicate cannabis 
traditionally grown on the Wild Coast, has after many years of its use, come into the public spotlight.
Apart from the risks posed to humans and the environment, questions have been raised regarding the 
government’s use of the co-riders of toxic herbicides – genetically modified crops – in smallholder 
farming along the Wild Coast and other parts of the Eastern Cape.

Glyphosate, the active ingredient in the herbicide used for the “dagga ops”, was originally developed by 
the multinational agro-chemical and biotech giant, Monsanto, specifically as a weed killer for genetically 
modified (GM) glyphosate-resistant grains. It was originally marketed as RoundUp.

The herbicide makes GM-crops easy to manage and harvest, and can improve yields, at least, initially. 
There is however, a financial, environmental and health cost, as weeds start to develop herbicide 
resistance and yields decline as nutrients are leached from the soil.Between 2003 and 2008 the Eastern 
Cape’s directorate of agriculture rolled out a R150-million agricultural food programme in several small 
villages in the Amathole district as part of the “Massive Food Production Programme (MFPP)”. This 
included the introduction of a number of GM crops, in particular Bt maize. One agro-chemical company 
played a central role in this and arranged training and demonstrations in villages.

A subsequent independent review of the programme reported that small-scale farmers were supplied 
with GM maize, GM cotton and GM soya seeds, as well as herbicide packages from the company.
Sadly, the results of the project speak for themselves.

An external review summed it up as “a highly centralised agricultural project, imposed on extremely 
vulnerable farmers, incurring significant environmental costs, reduced soil fertility, caused loss of 
indigenous crop strains, and farmers, who had little or no say in the uptake of these projects, found 
themselves saddled with debt and no means to pay it off”.
Full article :-   http://www.dispatchlive.co.za/opinion/sad-bad-mad-idea-for-ec/  
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Monsanto causes cancer?
Top scientists warn the most commonly used herbicide in the world probably causes cancer! Monsanto is 
demanding the World Health Organisation retract their ground-breaking report. And experts say the only 
way to ensure the science is not silenced is if the public demands action, now. 
The regulatory system's renowned for being secretive and captured by the agro-chemical industry. But we
have a unique moment right now -- glyphosate is officially being reassessed in the EU, the US, Canada, 
and Brazil, and the Netherlands, Sri Lanka, and El Salvador are all looking at a ban. 

The threat is clear -- this poison is used on our food, our fields, our playgrounds, and our streets. Let's get
it suspended. Join the urgent call and tell everyone: 

https://secure.avaaz.org/en/monsanto_dont_silence_science_fbst/?bEmInhb&v=57150

Monsanto is up in arms. Glyphosate is the basis of RoundUp, the chemical cornerstone of Monsanto's 
Genetically Modified empire, and it brings in $6 billion per year. The company says the WHO report 
ignored studies showing glyphosate is safe. But these scientists are 17 of the world's top oncology 
experts, not a bunch of crazies! They comprehensively reviewed independent studies, excluding those 
done by companies seeking product approval. 

More information:
New study points to link between weedkiller glyphosate and cancer (FT) 
http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/8b79a572-cf14-11e4-893d-00144feab7de.html#axzz3XOmCcv9c

Monsanto seeks retraction for report linking herbicide to cancer (Reuters) 
http://in.reuters.com/article/2015/03/24/monsanto-herbicide-idINL2N0WP0UM20150324

Weed Killer, Long Cleared, is Doubted (New York Times) 
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/03/28/business/energy-environment/decades-after-monsantos-
roundup-gets-an-all-clear-a-cancer-agency-raises-concerns.html

The Real Reason to Worry About GMOs (Mother Jones) 
http://www.motherjones.com/tom-philpott/2015/03/bittman-right-its-not-gmos-its-how-theyre-used 

Groups seek EPA glyphosate review after WHO 'carcinogenic' link (Agri Pulse)
http://www.agri-pulse.com/Groups-seek-EPA-glyphosate-review-after-WHO-carcinogenic-link-
03272015.asp 

More sources:
https://avaazmedia.s3.amazonaws.com/Roundupsources.pdf

As always, feel free to forward to others. And as always, all errors are entirely mine!
If you wish to unsubscribe – just let me know.

Regards,        Christine Ridge-Schnaufer

Honorary Secretary, WESSA  Eden Tel: 044-873-4203    Fax: 086 646 5458

wessageorge@isat.co.z  a        www.wessa.org.za         http://www.facebook.com/wessa.edend:
In times of massive change it is the learner who will inherit the Earth, while the learned stay 
elegantly tied to a world that no longer exists” – by philosopher Eric Heiffer
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